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 Art Workshops for Children
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9780714869735
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Phaidon Press
Pub. Date: 2015-09-21
Pages: 72
Price: $22.95

A guide to twelve children's art workshops by one of the world's most innovative facilitators and best-selling bookmakers.
 Art Workshops for Children is a guide for parents and teachers to organize and execute artistic workshops for children. 12 workshops are featured, each
offering a list of materials needed, a step-by-step guide to facilitation, practical tips, illustrated examples, and photos of workshops in progress.
 The workshops are designed to spark children's imaginations, champion group bonding, and give visually pleasing results - with no artistic ability required.
Tried and tested around the world by children of all ages. Perfect for organizing group events at home, in schools, at parties, at museums - anywhere!

 Help! We Need a Title!
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9780763670214
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 64
Price: $16.99

What if you picked out a book to read, but the characters weren't ready for you yet? A clever new picture book from the creator of the New York Times
bestseller Press Here. 

Take a peek inside this book and you'll find some characters (though they're still a bit sketchy). They'll be perplexed to see you, so they'll quickly try to track
down their author (who has a lot more work to do). What you won't find is a story, or a title, because -- guess what? The book isn't finished yet! But surely
the author must have a story to tell? In this charming "meta" picture book, children of all ages are encouraged to interact with a book still in the process of
being invented. And that's a story in itself!

 I am Blop!
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9780714865331
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Phaidon Press
Pub. Date: 2013-03-05
Pages: 1
Price: $19.95

Welcome to the world of Blop!  A Blop is a simple shape, somewhere between a flower and a butterfly, a sponge and a drawing of a little man -- above all
Blop is whatever you want it to be.  Using very few woods and handwritten text I AM BLOP! explore many concepts encountered for the first time by young
children, including up and down, single and plural, individual and family, city and countryside etc.  This single shape represents anything a child's mind can
imagine.  With 110 illustrations in varying colors and patterns, little or sometimes no words at all, each page has a unique Blop that brigs a whole new
dimension to children's reading.  I AM BLOP! is an invitation to discover and explore everyday life and hundreds of ideas through one simple shape.
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 Mix It Up!

by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9781452137353
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 56
Price: $21.99

PRESS HERE , MIX IT UP!  and now LET'S PLAY!  Collect all three interactive books from Herve Tullet! Accept Herve Tullet's irresistible invitation to
mix it up in a dazzling adventure of whimsy and wonder. Follow the artist's simple instructions, and suddenly colors appear, mix, splatter, and vanish in a
world powered only by the reader's imagination. Tullet-who joins such greats as Eric Carle and Leo Lionni as a master of his craft-sets readers on an
extraordinary interactive journey all within the printed page. Tullet prompts plenty of giggles in addition to a profound understanding of colors, and once
again displays his unique genius and vision in a work that is a glorious and richly satisfying companion to Press Here .

 Press Here
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9780811879545
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2011-01-05
Pages: 56
Price: $21.99

PRESS HERE , MIX IT UP!  and now LET'S PLAY!  Collect all three interactive books from Herve Tullet! Press the yellow dot on the cover of this book,
follow the instructions within, and embark upon a magical journey! Each page of this surprising book instructs the reader to press the dots, shake the pages,
tilt the book, and who knows what will happen next! Children and adults alike will giggle with delight as the dots multiply, change direction, and grow in
size! Especially remarkable because the adventure occurs on the flat surface of the simple, printed page, this unique picture book about the power of
imagination and interactivity will provide read-aloud fun for all ages!

 Press Here Game
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9781452137360
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-16
Pages: 1
Price: $29.99

The magic of the New York Times bestseller Press Here is now available in game form! Hervé Tullet has reimagined his groundbreaking book in an entirely
new dimension. Players take turns completing color sequences by placing red, blue, and yellow playing pieces on one of twenty-five fabulously designed
game boards. What seems like a simple choice is likely to lead to animated discussion as players come to understand the visual logic at the heart of the game.
With two levels of play to choose from—so that it's easy enough for a toddler to grasp, but also complex enough to challenge older siblings and adults—this
engaging game delivers hours of entertainment for the whole family.
Ages: 3 and up
Players: 2 to 6
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 The Scribble Book

by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9781854377746
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Harry N. Abrams
Pub. Date: 2008-05-01
Pages: 62
Price: $17.95

A humorous, enchanting book that draws out children,Ã„Ã´s inner artists Feed scribbles to a hungry monster. Scribble water to put out a fire. Scribble
flames bursting from a volcano. Scribble spaghetti for lunch! The Scribble Book does away with the traditional rules of preschool coloring books,
encouraging children to unlock their creativity and experiment for themselves by just picking up a crayon and scribbling. Gradually, as the book unfolds, the
scribbles evolve into puzzles to be solved and finally into genuine drawings. Full of wit and humor, irreverent and enchanting, The Scribble Book is destined
to become the latest success from the colorful mind of Hervv© Tullet.
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